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Adrenaline activation of the carotid body: key to CO2 and pH homeostasis in
hypoglycaemia and potential pathological implications in cardiovascular disease.
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Highlights
 Carotid body activation during hypoglycaemia is essential for hyperpnoea thereby



EP

protecting against a rise in CO2 and systemic acidosis.
Our recent findings reveal that the counter-regulatory hormone adrenaline is a novel

CC

and important physiological stimulus for the carotid body in hypoglycaemia.

A



Identification of adrenaline as a physiological activator of CB function raises the
intriguing possibility that carotid body activation and hyperpnoea may be necessary to
maintain pH in other in other adrenaline-related hypermetabolic states such as
exercise.

1



Furthermore, repetitive exposure to hypoglycaemia and adrenaline or a chronic rise in
adrenaline as occurs in type 1 diabetes and sleep disordered breathing/heart failure
respectively, may have the potential to cause chronic pathological changes in carotid
body function contributing to carotid body-mediated neurogenic hypertension.



Understanding better a potential pathological role of adrenaline could open new

SC
R

IP
T

avenues for treating carotid body mediated cardiovascular disease.

Abstract

Ventilatory and neuroendocrine counter-regulatory responses during hypoglycaemia are

U

essential in order to maintain glycolysis and prevent rises in PaCO2 leading to systemic acidosis.

N

The mammalian carotid body has emerged as an important driver of hyperpnoea and

A

glucoregulation in hypoglycaemia. However, the adequate stimulus for CB stimulation in

M

hypoglycaemia has remained controversial for over a decade. The recent finding that adrenaline

TE
D

is a physiological activator of CB in hypoglycaemia raises the intriguing possibility that CB
stimulation and hyperpnoea may be necessary to maintain pH in other adrenaline-related
hypermetabolic states such as exercise. This review will therefore focus on 1) The important

EP

functional contribution of the CB in the counter-regulatory and ventilatory response to
hypoglycaemia, 2) the proposed mechanisms that cause CB stimulation in hypoglycaemia

CC

including hormonal activation by adrenaline and direct low glucose sensing and 3) the possible
pathological consequences of repetitive CB activation by adrenaline that could potentially be

A

targeted to reduce CB-mediated cardiovascular disease.

Key words: Adrenaline, carotid body, hypoglycaemia, glucose, CO2, pH, hypercapnia
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1. Introduction
Precise control of arterial blood glucose is a fundamental regulatory process that allows for
continuous maintenance of glycolysis in all cell types. Dysfunctional glucoregulation in patients
with either type 1 or type 2 diabetes increases the risk of hypertension, coronary artery disease,
heart failure, cardiac arrhythmia, renal disease, neuropathy, retinopathy, hospitalisation and

IP
T

death (Atkinson et al., 2014; Bartnik et al., 2004; Bell, 2003; Maahs et al., 2005; SoedamahMuthu et al., 2006). Furthermore, severe iatrogenic insulin-induced hypoglycaemia in type 1

SC
R

diabetics has the potential to cause coma and even death (Boland et al., 2001; Cryer et al.,
2003). The counter-regulatory responses to hypoglycaemia is dependent on the stimulation of

U

multiple peripheral and central glucose sensors located in the gastrointestinal tract, portal

N

mesenteric vein, hypothalamus and hindbrain (Donovan and Watts, 2014). Integration of this

A

information drives a number of important neuro-endocrine responses including adrenaline (Adr)
release from the adrenal medulla (ADM) and inhibition of insulin and stimulation of glucagon

M

secretion from pancreatic islet β- and α-cells respectively (Balfour et al., 2006). Recent

TE
D

evidence suggests that the carotid body (CB) chemoreceptors, situated at the carotid bifurcation,
also play an important role in the counter-regulatory response to hypoglycaemia, both in terms
of re-establishing normal blood glucose levels and in augmenting ventilation to match the

EP

increase in metabolic rate to preserve PaCO2, pH and prevent acidosis. This review will focus

CC

on 1) The important functional contribution of the CB in initiating some of the reflex responses
to hypoglycaemia, 2) the proposed mechanisms that cause CB stimulation in hypoglycaemia

A

including hormonal activation by Adr and insulin or direct low glucose sensing and 3) the
possible pathological consequences of repetitive CB activation by hormones that could promote
development of novel treatments for CB-mediated cardiovascular disease.

2. Carotid body regulation of arterial blood glucose

3

There is now an emerging body of evidence highlighting the important functional role for the
CB chemoreceptors in restoring blood glucose levels in response to acute hypoglycaemia. The
idea that the CB could be involved in glucose homeostasis was first triggered by the
observations that direct excitation of the CB using cyanide (a metabolic poison and well-known
stimulus for the CB) causes reflex hyperglycaemia in anaesthetised cats (Alvarez-Buylla and de
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Alvarez-Buylla, 1988). This CB-mediated reflex pathway is reliant on chemoafferent input into
the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) and an increase in sympathetic activity into the adrenal

SC
R

medulla, thereby increasing Adr secretion and hepatic glucose release from stored glycogen
(Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1997; Alvarez-Buylla and de Alvarez-Buylla, 1988). Integration of the

U

chemoafferent signal in the NTS involves both stimulated neuronal release of NO and inhibition

N

of GABAergic interneurones (Lemus et al., 2008; Montero et al., 2014). These findings have

A

since been extended in important studies by Koyama and colleagues, who demonstrated that in

M

conscious dogs, CB resection significantly elevates the required rate of glucose infusion to
sustain a fixed blood glucose concentration during insulin-induced hypoglycaemic clamp

TE
D

(Koyama et al., 2000), thus revealing that CB resection removes a vital functional component in
the counter-regulatory response to hypoglycaemia. These CB-resected animals also exhibit a
reduced level of endogenous hepatic glucose release, consistent with a central role for the CB in

EP

promoting neuro-endocrine responses during hypoglycaemia (Koyama et al., 2000). In humans,

CC

silencing of CB by hyperoxia reduces endogenous glucose release during hypoglycaemia and
decreases the secretion rate of counter-regulatory hormones including Adr, noradrenaline (NA),

A

cortisol, growth hormone and glucagon (Wehrwein et al., 2010). Furthermore, in chronic CBresected patients, the reduction in hypoxic ventilatory response (HVR) directly correlates with a
decrease in counter-regulatory response to hypoglycaemia (Wehrwein et al., 2015). These
findings underline an important function of the CB in promoting counter-regulatory hormone
secretion and glucose release during hypoglycaemia in humans.

4

3. Carotid body preservation of PCO2 and pH during acute hypoglycaemia
Preservation of pH during acute hypoglycaemia is an important and often overlooked regulatory
process. Hypoglycaemia and counter-regulatory secretion of Adr and NA, act to drive up whole
body metabolic rate and the CO2 generation (Bin-Jaliah et al., 2004). Thus, hyperpnoea is

IP
T

necessary to avoid excessive build-up of arterial PCO2 and a systemic acidosis. Indeed, the
complete absence of ventilatory response to hypoglycaemia can be fatal (Bin-Jaliah et al.,

SC
R

2004). It is now clear that hyperpnoea in hypoglycaemia is dependent on stimulation of the CB,
as evidenced by CB resection preventing an increase in minute ventilation (VE) during insulin-

U

induced hypoglycaemic clamp protocols in anaesthetised rats (Bin-Jaliah et al., 2004, 2005;

N

Thompson et al., 2016). Furthermore, CB stimulation evokes a precise matching of the increase

A

in VE with O2 consumption such that the VE:VO2 ratio remains constant (Bin-Jaliah et al.,

M

2004). Interestingly, moderate systemic hypoglycaemia e.g. as occurs in short term fasting, at a
level that does not elevate whole body metabolic rate, does not augment ventilation in conscious

TE
D

mice (Ohshima et al., 2011). This suggests that it is the rise in metabolic rate and not
hypoglycaemia per se that is required to stimulate breathing (Kumar, 2007). This has since been
supported by the finding that blockade of adrenergic signalling during hypoglycaemia, either by

EP

propranolol or adrenalectomy, produces hypoventilation and a rise in arterial PCO2 in

CC

anaesthetised rats (Thompson et al., 2016).

A

Activation of the CB during hypoglycaemia is associated with an increase in CO2 sensitivity
(Bin-Jaliah et al., 2005; Thompson et al., 2016). Hypoglycaemia increases the whole body
ventilatory responses to hypercapnia in anaesthetised rats, an effect that is abolished by CB
resection (Bin-Jaliah et al., 2005). Again, this seems to be dependent on the release of Adr from
the adrenal medulla and activation of β-adrenoreceptors (Thompson et al., 2016). Moreover,

5

exposure of isolated CB type I cells to physiological concentrations of Adr increase [Ca2+]i
release responses to hypercapnia, signifying heightened CO2 sensitivity. A feed-forward
mechanism of this type involving augmented CB CO2 sensitivity during Adr-mediated
hypermetabolism allows for ventilation to increase in proportion with the rise in metabolism,
without any initial elevation or fluctuation in PaCO2, thus allowing for more precise control of

IP
T

blood pH. Whether or not this same mechanism is physiologically relevant in other Adrmediated hypermetabolic states, such as exercise, where hyperpnoea is necessary to maintain

SC
R

PaCO2 and pH, warrants future consideration. It is interesting to point out that further to their
initial study Koyama et al. did demonstrate that during exercise, plasma glucose concentration

U

fell below control levels in CB-resected conscious dogs immediately after onset of exercise, and

N

remained significantly lower throughout (Koyama et al., 2001). In a more recent study,

A

targeting the CB using dopamine significantly reduced blood glucose levels in humans during

M

exercise (Johnson et al., 2018). These findings suggest that CB activation in exercise is
important in preserving blood glucose concentration. Exploring the mechanism of CB activation

TE
D

and its role in hyperpnoea in exercise remains to be elucidated.

In addition to heightened CO2 sensitivity, there is also evidence to suggest that the in vivo

EP

hypoxic ventilatory sensitivity is augmented during hypoglycaemia in humans (Ward et al.,

CC

2007). Given the importance of the CB in evoking the HVR, it is tempting to speculate that this
is due to an elevation in CB O2 sensitivity. This is still to be verified in vivo or in vitro. In the

A

study by Ward et al. (2007), the augmentation in HVR was associated with a concurrent rise in
glucagon, Adr, NA and cortisol. Interestingly, after removal of the hypoglycaemic clamp the
HVR remained elevated. Analysis of serum hormones revealed that NA and cortisol had not
returned to baseline, possibly indicative of a putative link between these hormones and elevated

6

CB O2 sensitivity (Ward et al., 2007). Again, the presence of such a mechanism still needs to be
confirmed in both humans and animals.

4. Carotid body stimulation in hypoglycaemia: hormonal activation or direct sensing of
low glucose?

IP
T

Although there is little doubt that the CB is stimulated in hypoglycaemia, the adequate stimulus
has remained highly controversial for over a decade. Currently there are 3 proposed stimuli for

SC
R

CB excitation in insulin-induced hypoglycaemia, those being 1) low glucose, 2) insulin and 3)

U

adrenaline.

N

4.1 Direct sensing of low glucose by the CB

A

The first study proposing inherent low glucose sensing of the CB was performed using CB

M

slices isolated from rats (Pardal and Lopez-Barneo, 2002). In these studies, the authors reported
that glucose deprivation evoked significant dopamine (DA) release from cultured CB slices.

TE
D

This response was dependent on inhibition of outward iberiotoxin sensitive K+ current over a
range of -20 to +40mV. Glucose deprivation also augmented the CB slice response to hypoxia
(Pardal and Lopez-Barneo, 2002). Similar findings have now been reported in human CB slices

EP

(Ortega-Saenz et al., 2013). Furthermore, experiments focusing on the mechanisms of low

CC

glucose sensing have since revealed that glucose deprivation produces type I cell depolarisation,
increases [Ca2+]i and activates a background Na+ current (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2007). These

A

initial observations have been strengthened by the finding that another CB preparation; cocultures of rat type I cells and chemoafferent petrosal neurones, respond rapidly to low glucose
(Zhang et al., 2007). In this preparation, low glucose causes a concentration dependent rise in
chemoafferent spike frequency over a physiological glucose range. The authors also identified

7

that neurotransmission was through co-release of ATP and ACh and verified the proposal that
low glucose heightens the CB response to hypoxia.

In contrast to other recognised glucose sensors, the CB slice response to low glucose seems to
be independent of any change in ATP, since responses to glucose deprivation are still apparent

IP
T

even when intra-cellular ATP is clamped (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2007). This also suggests
that responses to low glucose are dissimilar to hypoxia, the classical stimulus of the CB that

SC
R

commonly is reported to be dependent on a reduction in mitochondrial function and changes in
intracellular ATP or MgATP concentration (Buckler and Turner, 2013; Duchen and Biscoe,

U

1992a, b; Holmes et al., 2016; Varas and Buckler, 2006). Furthermore, rat CB type I cells lack

N

expression of other important markers of specialised glucose sensitive cells including GLUT-2

A

and glucokinase (Dunn-Meynell et al., 2002; Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2007; Thorens and

M

Mueckler, 2010). The rodent CB does express the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK)
(Mahmoud et al., 2016; Wyatt et al., 2007), an enzyme reported to be involved in glucose

TE
D

chemotransduction signalling in glucose sensitive neurones in the arcuate nucleus (Han et al.,
2005; Kim et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2009). However, AMPK stimulation by low glucose
requires a fall in [ATP]i, or at least a shift to an increase in the [AMP]/[ATP] ratio caused by

EP

metabolic stress (Han et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2004; Murphy et al., 2009). With metabolic stress

CC

and/or a fall in ATP previously ruled out by earlier studies performed by Garcia-Fernandez and
colleagues, it is unlikely that AMPK is involved in the CB slice response to glucose

A

deprivation. Therefore, current evidence suggests that the CB is different to other important
central and peripheral gluco-sensors but as yet an intracellular low glucose-sensing molecule (or
a glucose receptor) in the CB remains elusive (Figure 1).
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Despite this elegant and provocative work, the idea that the CB functions as a physiological low
glucose sensor is not universally accepted. This is due to a number of different in vitro CB
preparations exhibiting a complete lack of intrinsic low glucose sensitivity. The acutely isolated
intact rat CB is completely unresponsive to fluctuations in the superfusate glucose
concentration. This is based on findings that 2mM glucose or even complete glucose

IP
T

deprivation fails to increase chemoafferent frequency in this intact rat CB preparation (BinJaliah et al., 2004; Holmes et al., 2012; Holmes et al., 2014). Accordingly, it has been shown

SC
R

that severe low glucose (1mM) or glucose deprivation do not significantly induce
catecholamine, ATP or ACh release, in similar intact rat and cat CB preparations (Conde et al.,

U

2007; Fitzgerald et al., 2009). Furthermore, low glucose or glucose deprivation does not

N

augment CB chemoafferent or neurosecretory responses to acute hypoxia or hypercapnia

M

A

(Conde et al., 2007; Holmes et al., 2012; Holmes et al., 2014).

A similar absence of intrinsic low glucose sensitivity has been reported in freshly dissociated rat

TE
D

CB type I cells. Background TASK-like channel current, an important effector of O2, CO2 and
acid sensing in the CB, is completely unaffected by glucose deprivation (Kim et al., 2011).
Furthermore, the ATP sensitive K+ (KATP-like) current (distinguishable from TASK) is also

EP

reported to be completely insensitive to the removal of superfusate glucose (Kim et al., 2011).

CC

This may be of particular significance given the importance of K ATP channels in wellestablished glucose sensitive cells in the brain, pancreas and portal vein. In addition, dissociated

A

rat CB type I cells, used within hours of isolation, display no elevation in [Ca2+]i in response to
glucose free media (Gallego-Martin et al., 2012; Holmes et al., 2014). Consistent with the intact
preparation, the type I cell response to hypoxia is not modified by glucose deprivation (Holmes
et al., 2014).

9

Interestingly, an increase in DA secretion has been observed in the acutely isolated intact
preparation, but only following 40 minutes of glucose deprivation (Conde et al., 2007).
Moreover, chemoafferent discharge frequency does eventually increase in intact preparation,
but again, only after at least 30 minutes of complete removal of glucose and other substrates
from the superfusate (Holmes et al., 2014). This rise in sensory activity can be rapidly reversed

IP
T

by adding back just 1mM glucose or other substrates such as lactate and pyruvate. The time
taken to respond to glucose deprivation can also be significantly reduced by pharmacological

SC
R

inhibition of type I cell glycogen metabolism (Holmes et al., 2014). Glycolysis is dependent on
the enzymatic activity of hexokinases. The absence of glucokinase (hexokinase IV; a marker for

U

glucose sensitive cells and highly sensitive to glucose with Km approximately 8mM) from CB

N

type I cells (Garcia-Fernandez et al., 2007), indicates that glycolysis will only run-down in the
type I cells at very low concentrations of intracellular glucose, since all other hexokinases have

M

A

a Km for glucose in the μM range (Lowry and Passonneau, 1964; Meglasson and Matschinsky,
1986). Reversal of chemoexcitation by adding back just 1mM glucose is therefore indicative of

TE
D

the actual response being a complete run-down in glycolysis and this takes place only after at
least 30 minutes due to the presence of a functional glycogen store that can be mobilised under
conditions of complete glucose deprivation. A mechanism of this type for sensing physiological

CC

EP

glucose in vivo would be physiologically ineffective.

It has been shown that glycogen is located in type I cells in the CB (Holmes et al., 2014), but

A

other sources could include the type II cell and nerve ending (Nishi and Stensaas, 1974;
Vazquez-Nin et al., 1977). Interestingly, in both central and peripheral neuronal tissue it is the
glial cells that store glycogen, which is metabolised to release lactate in order to fuel neuronal
activity during periods of increased activity or hypoglycaemia (Brown et al., 2012; Brown and
Ransom, 2007; Brown et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2003). As yet a functional role for type II cells

10

in preserving or mediating the CB response to hypoglycaemia is unknown but could be a good
avenue for future investigation.

So, what is the reason for conflicting observations seen between different CB preparations? Is it
possible that the more rapid responses to low glucose seen in either the CB slice or CB co-

IP
T

culture of type I cells and chemoafferent neurones is due to a change in metabolic status? These
preparations are cultured over a period of days, often in high glucose media and hyperoxia

SC
R

(Pardal and Lopez-Barneo, 2002; Zhang et al., 2007), and the consequences of this on metabolic
reserve or ability to metabolise glucose or glycogen are unknown. However, we speculate that

U

this period and method of culture may make the cells/tissue more reliant on glycolysis and

N

impair the glycogen store, thus making preparations more sensitive to a subsequent exposure to

A

low glucose or glucose deprivation. Consistent with this idea, it has been demonstrated that rat

M

CB tissue that initially shows an inherent lack of low glucose sensitivity immediately following
isolation, does start to exhibit some degree of low-glucose sensitivity after a period of 24 hours

TE
D

in culture (Gallego-Martin et al., 2012). This again supports the idea that a change in metabolic
status during long term culture starts to make the CB tissue more sensitive to changes in

EP

glucose.

CC

4.2 Insulin stimulation of the CB
If the CB is unable to directly sense low-glucose, the question remains as to the stimulus that

A

excites the CB during insulin-induced hypoglycaemia in vivo. Recent data suggests that insulin
itself could act as the adequate stimulus (Ribeiro et al., 2013). The rat CB type I cells express
insulin receptors and it has been reported that exogenous insulin increases type I cell [Ca2+]i and
amplifies ATP and DA release in vitro (Ribeiro et al., 2013) (Figure 1). Insulin also augmented
type I cell responses to hypoxia. Furthermore, under conditions of euglycaemic clamp, insulin
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elevates ventilation, an effect abolished by CSN section (Ribeiro et al., 2013). Recently, it has
been observed that insulin elevates ventilation in humans independently of any alteration in
blood glucose (Barbosa et al., 2018). A mechanism of this nature would explain CB activation
in hypoglycaemia and possibly also an interaction between metabolic rate and CB stimulation.
However, in contrast, a previous study found that a euglycaemic-hyperinsulinaemic clamp did
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not augment ventilation in vivo in anaesthetised rats (Bin-Jaliah et al., 2004), raising questions
about a role for insulin in provoking CB chemoexcitation. Additionally, there is evidence that

SC
R

insulin can act centrally in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus to stimulate sympathetic
nerve activity (Cassaglia et al., 2011), independent of CB stimulation. Although intriguing,

U

much is therefore still to be clarified about a role for insulin in modifying CB function, and we

M

A

heightens CO2 or O2 sensitivity (Figure 1).

N

await characterisation of an insulin signal transduction cascade within the CB type I cell that

4.3 Adrenaline activation of the CB

TE
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Alternatively, it has recently been proposed that Adr might be the adequate stimulus that
augments CB activity in hypoglycaemia (Thompson et al., 2016). Numerous studies have
demonstrated that exogenous Adr, NA or β-adrenoreceptor agonists augment ventilation in

EP

multiple species, an effect that is dependent on CB stimulation and CSN input into the central

CC

nervous system (Folgering et al., 1982; Hauton et al., 2013; Joels and White, 1968; Thompson
et al., 2016). The threshold for an increase in ventilation by Adr seems to lie between 0.1 and

A

1g kg-1 min-1 infusion rate (Linton et al., 1992; Thompson et al., 2016), a concentration that
we estimate would be in the low nM range, below that which causes an increase in blood
pressure. Adr potentiates the ventilatory response to hypercapnia acting through βadrenoreceptors, and this response does appear to be blunted by hyperoxia consistent with the
recognised CO2-O2 interaction in the CB (Dasso et al., 2000; Joels and White, 1968; Pepper et
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al., 1995; Thompson et al., 2016). When administered at a physiological level (1-10nM) Adr
also directly heightens rat CB type I cell CO2 sensitivity in vitro (Thompson et al., 2016). At
much higher doses (greater than 1μM) Adr starts to inhibit CSN activity, possibly a
consequence of non-selective dopamine D2 receptor activation (Hauton et al., 2013).
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Adr is released by the adrenal medulla during hypoglycaemia. Hyperpnoea in insulin-induced
hypoglycaemia in anaesthetised rats can be completely blocked by propranolol and

SC
R

adrenalectomy, as well as by section of the CSN (Bin-Jaliah et al., 2004; Thompson et al.,
2016). Whilst pointing towards a mechanism of Adr-induced activation of CB β-

U

adrenoreceptors, these findings again challenge the notion of low glucose or insulin acting
directly on the CB. Adr release from the adrenal medulla also enhances ventilatory CO2

N

sensitivity, again conferred through β-adrenoreceptor stimulation (Thompson et al., 2016).

M

A

Thus, a β-adrenoreceptor mediated stimulation of the CB appears to be necessary in resetting
CO2 sensitivity, driving hyperpnoea and ensuring pH preservation in hypoglycaemia. However,

TE
D

the presence and relative abundancy of multiple different β-adrenoreceptor subtypes in the CB
is still to be clarified. This mechanism of CB mediated hyperpnoea in hypoglycaemia mediated

EP

by Adr is summarised in Figure 1.

CC

These studies are the first to identify physiological functional roles of Adr in terms of causing
CB excitation and increasing ventilation. Yet, as with insulin, there is still much to uncover,

A

especially the precise mechanisms accounting for type I cell excitation by Adr. Given the
exceptionally high level of G-protein coupled receptor subunits recently identified by whole CB
and type I cell RNA sequencing, and the presence of numerous transmembrane adenylyl cyclase
receptor subtypes and phosphodiesterases, it is likely that Adr acts at least in some part by
modifying type I cell cAMP (Chang et al., 2015; Nunes et al., 2010; Nunes et al., 2013; Zhou et
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al., 2016). cAMP can be modulated by numerous other neurotransmitters and neuromodulators
in the CB and can modify type I cell hypoxic and hypercapnic sensitivity by interactions with
exchange protein activated by cAMP (EPAC) or protein kinase A (PKA) (Holmes et al., 2015;
Holmes et al., 2017; Nunes et al., 2014; Rocher et al., 2009; Salman et al., 2017; Xu et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2017). Yet a role for cAMP in CB stimulation during hypoglycaemia or

IP
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over-stimulation in CB related pathology is still to be fully explored (Nunes et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the possibility that Adr/cAMP signalling in the CB is important for matching

SC
R

ventilation with metabolism in other common circumstances such as exercise or psychological

U

stress warrants further study.

N

A summary of the three proposed mechanisms by which hypoglycaemia leads to carotid body

M

A

activation and hyperpnoea is summarised in Figure 1.

5. Carotid body dysfunction in metabolic and cardiovascular disease; potential roles for

TE
D

hormonal activation

5.1 Sleep disordered breathing

EP

In the Western World, the prevalence of sleep disordered breathing (SDB) in the middle aged or

CC

elderly is 9-26% in males and 9-28% in females (Duran et al., 2001; Young et al., 1993; Young
et al., 2002). SDB is expected to continue to rise in both the UK and Western populations due to

A

the rapid elevation in childhood obesity over the last 25 years (Statistics supplied by WHO and
Public Health England). SDB is characterised by periods of apnoea or hypopnoea ( 30%
airflow cessation) occurring at a rate of  5 events per hour, with each being accompanied by a
 4% decrease in oxyhaemoglobin saturation (Flemons et al., 1999; Nieto et al., 2000). Patients
with SDB have a higher incidence of hypertension, coronary artery disease (CAD), chronic
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heart failure (CHF), atrial fibrillation (AF), stroke and death (Gami et al., 2007; Kanagala et al.,
2003; Nieto et al., 2000; Peppard et al., 2000; Shahar et al., 2001; Stevenson et al., 2008; Yaggi
et al., 2005; Yaranov et al., 2015). A key component of SDB in patients is the elevation in
resting sympathetic nerve activity mediated by a dysfunctional CB (Carlson et al., 1993;
Narkiewicz et al., 1998; Somers et al., 1995). Similar findings have been reported rodent
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models of SDB (preconditioned with chronic intermittent hypoxia-CIH), with a pathological
rise in CB activity accounting for increased resting sympathetic nerve activity, hypertension and

SC
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cardiac arrhythmia (Del Rio et al., 2016; Fletcher et al., 1992; Peng et al., 2014a).

U

The proposed mechanism(s) leading to the chronic hyperactivity in the CB remain to be fully

N

established. Much of the published work has focused on tonic up-regulation of reactive oxygen

A

species (ROS) generation, dependent on 5-HT2 receptor stimulation and increased expression

M

and activity of NADPH oxidase 2 (NOX-2) (Peng et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2006a). The balance
of hypoxia inducible factor (HIF-1 and HIF-2) expression and activity within the type I cell

TE
D

is also important in conferring CB hyper-excitability following CIH (Peng et al., 2006b; Yuan
et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2008). In addition, it has been suggested that systemic and localised
inflammatory mediators such as IL-1 and TNF are upregulated in response to CIH and

CC

2012).

EP

contribute to the potentiation of the peripheral chemoreflex (Del Rio et al., 2012; Lam et al.,

A

However, in SDB, repetitive CB stimulation by exposure to nightly CIH also causes a chronic
rise in plasma Adr in humans, as evidenced by increased rates of urinary Adr excretion
(Elmasry et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 2010; Marrone et al., 1993). These findings have been
verified in animals exposed to CIH (Peng et al., 2014b; Prabhakar et al., 2012). Furthermore,
recent evidence shows that baseline elevations in serum Adr, hepatic glucose release and fasting
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hyperglycaemia evoked by CIH are dependent on increased CB activity (Shin et al., 2014). The
novel finding that Adr is an important physiological activator of the CB (Thompson et al.,
2016) raises the possibility that chronic exposure to high plasma Adr could be functionally
relevant in heightening baseline CB sensory activity in this pathology, which in turn evokes
chronic sympathetic activation and further Adr release from the adrenal medulla, in a positive

IP
T

feedback loop. There is already evidence showing that chronic exposure to exogenous βadrenoreceptor agonists (isoprenaline-delivered by osmotic mini-pump) in rats causes

SC
R

hypertension, augments basal ventilation and exaggerates responses to both hypercapnia and
hypoxia (Hauton et al., 2013). These observations are consistent with CB hyperactivity.

U

Furthermore, in animal models, resection of the adrenal medulla prevents CIH-induced

N

hypertension (Bao et al., 1997; Peng et al., 2014b). The precise mechanisms for this are

A

unknown but could be related to a role for chronic catecholamine release in eliciting
pathological changes in CB function. In addition, a number of common variants have been

M

identified within or adjacent to β-adrenoreceptor gene loci, that associate with increased risk of

TE
D

hypertension and cardiovascular disease (Iwamoto et al., 2011; Johnson and Terra, 2002). The
functional link between these polymorphisms and hypertension needs to be clarified to better
define the disease mechanism and to predict personalised responses to anti-hypertension drug

EP

therapy. Nevertheless, this is an important area for future research and the clinical potential of

CC

the use of beta-blockers could be an intriguing possibility for selective treatment of
hypertension in patients with SDB. However, a number of issues would need to be addressed to

A

consider this as a potential therapeutic strategy, such as the possibility of β-adrenoreceptor
internalisation, as occurs in heart failure (Lohse et al., 1996) and the impact of non-specific
effects of beta-blockers such as inhibition of β-adrenoreceptor mediated bronchodilation.

5.2 Type 1 diabetes
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Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an autoimmune disorder commonly acquired in childhood that
accounts for approximately 7-12% of all diabetes mellitus cases. By 2015, the number of
patients (age 0-14) with T1D globally was 542,000 with approximately 86,000 newly diagnosed
incidents each year. In the UK alone about 19,800 children under the age of 15 have T1D
(International Diabetes Federation, 2015). T1D patients have a high incidence of major

IP
T

cardiovascular-related illnesses including hypertension, CAD, stroke, chronic kidney disease,
heart failure, peripheral neuropathy and retinopathy (Atkinson et al., 2014; Maahs et al., 2005;

SC
R

Soedamah-Muthu et al., 2006). Emerging evidence demonstrates that the prevalence of SDB in
adult T1D patients is remarkably high, reported to be between 10 and 50% (Borel et al., 2010;

U

Manin et al., 2015; Schober et al., 2011). Furthermore, a recent study demonstrates that in T1D

N

patients SDB is an independent risk factor for developing cardiovascular disease including

A

hypertension, suggestive of an important interaction between these two morbidities (Manin et

M

al., 2015). In addition, patients with T1D show pathological changes in autonomic balance
characterised by reduced heart rate variability (HRV) and impaired baroreflex sensitivity (BRS)

TE
D

(Lanza et al., 2007; Limberg et al., 2015; Limberg et al., 2014). The mechanisms accounting for
these important observations are still to be elucidated but could be related to further

EP

pathological modification in CB activity.

CC

Importantly, adult and child T1D patients have the highest recurrence of asymptomatic
hypoglycaemia, spending approximately 10% of total time with a plasma glucose concentration

A

between 2.8 and 3.3mM (Boland et al., 2001; Cryer et al., 2003). Furthermore, T1D patients
have on average 2 symptomatic episodes of hypoglycaemia per week, thousands per lifetime
and one severe episode per year (Cryer et al., 2003). The recent data identifying that Adr, and
insulin are both capable of stimulating the CB in hypoglycaemia could be important for this
patient population (Ribeiro et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 2016). There is a possibility that
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chronic intermittent hypoglycaemia in T1D patients might be sufficient to evoke pathological
CB re-modelling predisposing to increased cardiovascular disease. Furthermore, given the high
association between T1D and SDB (when plasma catecholamines are already elevated), the
chronic intermittent episodes of hypoglycaemia and Adr release may exaggerate pathological

either humans or animal models may be of particular clinical importance.

SC
R

5.3 Type 2 diabetes

IP
T

CB re-modelling in this patient cohort (Figure 2). Future studies evaluating this directly in

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is associated with poor glycaemic control, insulin resistance (IR) and

U

remains one of the leading causes of cardiovascular disease (Inzucchi et al., 2012; Stumvoll et

N

al., 2005). Recent data has identified that CB activity is augmented in rat models of IR induced

A

by high calorific diet (Ribeiro et al., 2013). Early stage CB denervation prevents the

M

development of hypertension and IR in this model (Sacramento et al., 2017). It has been
proposed that hyperinsulinaemia, common in early stages of T2D and obesity, drives excessive

TE
D

CB and sympathetic activation thus predisposing to hypertension and IR (Conde et al., 2014;
Ribeiro et al., 2013). In healthy humans, a recent study observed that increased body fat
percentage and waist circumference is associated with a greater chemoreflex mediated blood

EP

pressure response to hypoxia, an effect that was correlated to plasma insulin concentration

CC

(Paleczny et al., 2016). Although suggestive of insulin augmenting CB activity, these findings
should be treated with some caution since neither ventilatory nor heart rate responses to hypoxia

A

were elevated in these same individuals despite having significantly higher plasma insulin
concentrations. Given that T2D is also considered to be a chronic low grade inflammatory
disease accompanied by increased Il-1 signalling (Dandona et al., 2005; Wellen and
Hotamisligil, 2005), the action of local or systemic inflammatory mediators could be an
alternative mechanism that causes an increase in CB activity in these patients. This intriguing
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hypothesis is supported by the finding that exogenous Il-1 can augment type I cell [Ca2+]i and
increase chemoafferent frequency (Ackland et al., 2013). Either way, targeting of the CB in
early stages of T2D or obesity may prove to be of clinical importance for reducing

IP
T

cardiovascular disease in these large patient cohorts.

6. Conclusion

SC
R

The CB plays an important role in mediating reflex responses to hypoglycaemia; it contributes
to the counter-regulatory release of hepatic glucose reserves and causes a rise in ventilation to

U

match the increase in metabolic rate. The latter acts to preserve arterial CO2 and blood pH

N

during hypoglycaemic episodes preventing acidosis. Our recent work supports the idea that CB

A

activation during hypoglycaemia is due to the counter-regulatory hormone Adr acting on the

M

type I cell. The finding that Adr can modify CB activity could have further important clinical
implications in diseases such as SDB and diabetes where there are chronic rises or fluctuations

TE
D

in plasma Adr concentrations (Figure 2). Whether or not persistent exposure to Adr causes

CC

EP

pathological CB remodelling is an interesting area for future research.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Proposed mechanisms of carotid body stimulation in hypoglycaemia in order to evoke
hyperpnoea and preserve arterial PCO2 and pH. 1) Low glucose is directly sensed by the carotid
body type I cell which leads to increased neurotransmitter release. 2) Insulin stimulates insulin
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T

receptors on the carotid body type I cell, increasing Ca2+ and neurotransmitter secretion. 3)
Central sensing of low glucose triggers an increase in sympathetic activity and adrenaline

SC
R

release from the adrenal medulla. Adrenaline acts by augmenting carotid body type I cell CO2
sensitivity to increase neurotransmitter release. For all three proposals, detailed signalling

N

U

mechanism(s) are still to be defined. CNS: central nervous system, VCO2: CO2 production.
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Figure 2. Potential feedback mechanism for adrenaline in mediating carotid body hyper-
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stimulation and cardiovascular pathology in type 1 diabetes and sleep disordered breathing.
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